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Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362     

MOUNTING STONE
WHiP MiX

This very hard, fast-setting
gypsum material is formulated
expressly for mounting casts to
articulators. Its very low setting expansion
prevents inaccuracies in occlusal cast relationships
that result when conventional model stone or
plaster is used. Although Mounting Stone has
excellent stacking qualities, it moves very freely
under the slightest pressure during its working
time. Working time is 2-3 minutes and initial
setting time is 5 minutes. 

25 lb.
9072504 White [02917]
9072505 Blue [18740]

50 lb.
9072534 White [33197]

ORTHO-STONE
WHiP MiX

A hard, accurate dental stone of
super white color of optimal
esthetics. Its ample working time
allows the pouring of multiple
models with one mix. Working time is 5-7 minutes
and initial setting time is 10 minutes. 

Super White
25 lb.
9071204 [02682]

50 lb.
9071210 [31801]

SILKY-ROCK
WHiP MiX

Characterized by
exceptional hardness
and density
throughout, and an
unusual "silky-smooth"
pouring quality that makes it flow freely into any
type of impression. Works well with all types of
impression materials. Silky-Rock also has a low
setting expansion. Working time 3-6 minutes.
Initial setting time 10 minutes. 

25 lb. 
9073860 Violet [01910]
9073862 Yellow [01996]
9073865 White [02070]

55 lb.
9073859 Violet [31755]
9073868 White [27219]

120-70 g
9073853 Yellow [02038]
9073856 Violet [01945]
9541030 White [02100]

80-140 g
9073857 Violet [01953]

MODERN MATERIALS
ORTHODONTIC PLASTER
HErAEUS KULzEr

Modern Materials Orthodontic
Plaster is a Type II, snow white
plaster that is ideal for orthodontic
casts and study models. It offers a
velvet-smooth mix that sets harder and denser for
a more accurate model. 

8492300 25 lb. [48170]
8492302 50 lb. [48180]

PRIMA-ROCK
WHiP MiX

The highest compressive strength
of any Whip Mix die material.
Vacuum spatulation provides a
smooth mix which flows readily. It's compatible
with all types of impression materials and upon
setting, Prima-Rock develops a dense surface with
superior hardness. Working time 6-8 minutes.
Initial setting time 12 minutes. 

25 lb.
9073365 Violet [16608]
9073360 Yellow [16616]

120-70 g
9073367 Violet [16624]
9073362 Yellow [16632]

QUICKSTONE LABORATORY
STONE
WHiP MiX

An economical dental stone with
consistent handling properties. Its
smooth creamy mix makes it ideal
for a variety of lab procedures. Working time 3-5
minutes. Initial setting time 10 minutes. 

Buff 
9073316 25 lb. [02453]
9073315 50 lb. [31798]

MODERN MATERIALS  
STATSTONE
HErAEUS KULzEr

Modern Materials StatStone is
a highly accurate material
with very low setting

ORTHO PLASTER
WHiP MiX

Ortho Plaster is harder and
whiter than ordinary plaster.
This product has a long working
time of 7-9 minutes, it trims easily, and has an
initial setting time of 14 minutes. The best results
are obtained when mixed under vacuum. 

20 lb.
9072520 White [03077]

50 lb.
9072820 White [31836]

MODERN MATERIALS 
DIE STONE
HErAEUS KULzEr

Die Stone is a Type IV, peach
colored stone specially formulated
for fixed and removable bridges, cast partials,
crowns and inlays. 

25 lb.
8490410 Peach [46674]

50 lb.
8490420 Peach [46675]

MODERN MATERIALS 
LABSTONE BUFF
HErAEUS KULzEr

Modern Materials Labstone is an all-
purpose model stone for
articulating, flasking and master models. 

25 lb.
8491470 Buff [46277]
8491475 Blue [46279]

50 lb.
8491550 Buff [46287]
8491560 Blue [46289]

MODERN MATERIALS 
DIE-KEEN - CONTINUED

8490395 Pink [46590]

24/60
8490415 Green [46502]

24/120
9332824 Green [46507]

expansion of 0.07%. It is specially formulated for
speed and precision in fabricating bleaching trays,
temporaries, custom trays, and splints. 

Powder, 25 lb. 
8492200 [46860]

Unit Dose Packaging, 120 g, 24/Pkg.
8492202 [46865]
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